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INTRODUCTION
Let S be a semigroup. A subgroup M of S is called a maximal subgroup of S if it is not properly contained in any other subgroup of S. Clifford and Preston proved that a subgroup M of S containing an idempotent E is a maximal subgroup of S if and only if M = M(E) and by shifting the elements cyclically r columns to the right, i.e., aij = a,_r, j_r for i, j = 0, 1, . . , n -1, where the indices are reduces to their least nonnegative remainder modulo n. Let P be an n x n l-circulant with the first row (0, 1, 0,. . , 0), and Q, an n x n r-circulant with the first row (1, 0, 0, . . , 0). Let A be an n x n r-circulant with the first row (ac, a,, . . , a,_,). Then A satisfies PA = AP'
and A = Q,(u,I + u,P + uzPZ + -*. +a,-,f'"-'),
where I is an n x n identity matrix. Since we only consider the matrices over B,, each ui is either 0 or 1. Hence, any n x n r-circulant Boolean matrix A can be written in the form ~=~,(p.h+pj~+ . . . +p.i-1).
(4)
In order to simplify notation, we define the exponent set of A to be expt( A) = ( jo, jr, . . , j,_ 1), where A = Q,( Pjo + Pjl + . * . + Pj*-1).
Let G, denote the set of all n x n r-circulant Boolean matrices for r = 0, 1 ,..., n -1. Clearly, G,, forms a semigroup, called the semigroup of generalized circulant Boolean matrices, under matrix multiplication and using Boolean operations for entries of matrices. We now introduce the following notions.
Let U = {j,, jr,. . , j,_ 1} be the set of nonnegative integers. U(mod n) denotes the set {j,, ji, . . . , jt_ 1), where jk is less than n, jk = j, (mod n) for k=O, l,..., t -1. A set U = {j,, j,, . . . , j,_l} of nonnegative integers is called an arithmetic progression modulo n with common difference d if the elements of U(mod n) constitute an arithmetic progression with the same common difference d. We denote (J~~~{i,, i, + d,. . . , i, + (m -l)d), the union of e arithmetic progressions with the same common difference d, by IJ {ia, iI,***, i,_,, n, d, m}. Let U = {~a, ui,. . ., t~-~}, V = {II,, Ul'. . ., ut-1 } be two sets of nonnegative integers with t elements, n a positive integer. V is said to be congruent to V modulo n, denoted by V = V (mod n), if for each ui E V there exists a uj E V such that ui = uj (mod n) and if for each vi E V there exists a uj E V such that ui = uj (mod n). Clearly, the congruence relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive (see [l] ). Therefore we only consider the set (~a, ui, . . . , ut_J in which each integer ui is less than n. Let U = {u,, Ul,. . . , us-J, v = {u,, VI,. . . , vt_ 1} be two sets of nonnegative integers with s and t elements, respectively. The sum of V and V, denoted by U + V, is defined as the set { uo + ua, uc + ul, . . . , u. + u~_~, q + u, , , u1 + Ul, . . . , u1 + l&l, .. ., 24-l + ug, us_1 + Ul,. . .,U,_l + U&l>. Montague and Plemmons in [5] dealt with maximal subgroups of the semigroup of relations. Kim and Schwarz in [4] gave an explicit description of maximal subgroups of the semigroup of circulant Boolean matrices. Chao and Zhang in [l] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for an n x n r-circulant Boolean matrices of semigroup G,, to be idempotent. Let E = Q,.(Pio + Pi1 + *. . +P't-1) with 0 < i,, i,, . . . '
, tt_ I Q n -1 be a y-circulant Boolean matrix, and d = (rio, ri,, , . . , ti,_i, n ). Then E is an idempotent if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) {i,, i,, . . , i,_r} is a union of disjoint sets of some arithmetic progressions module n with the same common difference d and the same number of terms, i.e., , 14,26,3,15,27,20,32,8,21,33,9,3, 15,27, 4, 16,28,21, 33, 9, 22, 34, lo} = ({2,8, 14,20,26,32) U {3,9, 15,21,27,33j U {4,10,16,22,28,34}) (mod n). 
( si,, sil, . . . , si,_l, n) = pd for some positive integer p,
where io, i,, . . . , i,_l are positive integers. Any set U = {jo, jr,.
Proof.
. , j,_ 1} can be considered as a union of some arithmetic progressions modulo n with the same common difference.
For example, we can consider (ja, jr,. . , j,_,) as a union of t arithmetic progressions modulo n with the same common difference n. A set U = {j,, j,, . , , j,_,} can be considered as a union of some arithmetic progressions module n with the same common difference di in several forms, where each di is different. We take the union of some arithmetic progressions module n with the smallest common difference d in the final form. For example, let n = 16, U = {0, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13) = (0, 8) U (4, 12} U (1, 9) U (5, 13) = { 0, 4, 8, 12) U { 1, 5, 9, 13). We take the last union as the final form. Also it is easy to see that there exists at least one special arithmetic progression in the final form. We cannot combine this special one with some arithmetic progressions in the final form so that their union constitutes one arithmetic progression with a smaller common difference. Otherwise the first union would not be in final form. For example, let n = 16, U = {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14) = (0, 4, 8, 12) U {l, 5, 9, 13) U (2, 6, 10, 14); then { 1, 5, 9, 13) is the special arithmetic progression with d = 4. $1 U {k,, kl,...,k,,-l, n, 4, ml)(modn)l. Combining (25)- (28), we conclude that A is an element of the maximal subgroup M(E).
Conversely, due to Lemma 6 we know that each element A = Q&PA) + pi + . . . +Ph-1) of the maximal subgroup M(E) of the semigroup G, containing E has the following form: (3')
Combining (29) and (31), we obtain the conditions (8) and (10) 
